PI Report 2014

Members at the Assembly:
Tertia (South Africa), Sarah (UK), Maddalena (Italy), Scheila (Israël, USA), Petra (Germany) and Debora (Belgium)

During the year it went slowly. At the assembly there were wonderfull ideas such as:

- Special workshop for the region 9 week in September 2014
- Informing how to bring and keep newcomers coming (back)
- At the Assembly 2014 a PI Display from all different countries PI

At the last Assembly people were informed about our Display. Greece was informed about the Display. It was mentioned at a skype meeting of Region 9 earlier this year.

Unfortunately I was not able to be a present PI chair this year and I haven't been doing a good job.

I will not give any reasons or excuses.

I am sorry and I want to apologise to all of you.

Warm regards,

Debora